
National Call: Support Climate Strike Friday 30/11 
- We make peaceful manifestations at local councils in the country 
 

"What you do now, we, the children, cannot change when we grow older." Greta Thunberg 
 

Hey! 

This is a call. An act of will. A duty to protect. The least we can do is to support Greta Thunberg and 

her friends #climatestrike in the struggle for a sustainable and fossil-free world. Adults have a 

responsibility to ensure we do not destroy the conditions for our children and future generations. 

The transition to a fossil-free world is urgent. This shows not least the new UN climate report, based 

on 6,000 scientific papers. We must drastically start reducing emissions now in order to reach the 

Paris Agreement objectives and to have any chance of limiting global temperature rise to 1.5 

degrees. With the current emissions trend we risk runaway climate change that mankind cannot 

stop. The train is coming so get on board – Divest Parliament, Ban Fracking, Clean Energy etc. 

Therefore, we show our support for the #climatestrike on Fridays. So far, we are in about 100 places 

under #FridaysForFuture. But we can become more! Together we can ensure that stand outside 

every townhall across the country Friday, November 30th. It is the last Friday before the UN climate 

summit COP24 in Poland starts. Join in and send an alarm signal from all UK town halls for politicians 

and decision-makers locally, nationally and internationally. 

1. WE NEED YOU. Gather up your community for a solidarity action 30 November (preferably every 

Friday until we get a political movement that leads us to the 1.5-degree target). A short session, a 

quiet min, a song, a handover of the Paris Agreement. or a citizen's proposal would all be enough. 

2. REACH OUT. Register the climate strike as an event, so all climate manifestations in the country 

are visible, and where there are also manifestation missing. Set up an FB event and spread to 

associations and environmental-minded residents. Share it here: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/929294497203110/ Spread your involvement with pictures and 

hashtag: #FridaysForFuture, #ClimateStrike and #ClimateHeartBeat. 

3. IMPACT LOCAL POLITICIANS. Handing over a citizen's proposal to the local government, we will 

force local politicians across the country to live up to the Paris Agreement. Share the action globally 

with United Nations Climate Change Conference hashtag #TakeYourSeat. 

We let some of Greta Thunberg's words end the call: 

"What you do now, we, the children, cannot change when we grow older. 

Many say Sweden is a minor nation and that what we do does not matter. But if some school 

students can make world news just because we skipped school for a few days - imagine what we can 

accomplish if we all work in Togethernessship. 

Every person counts. Just like any greenhouse gas emissions (GHG). Each SINGLE GHG kilo. Everything 

counts in large amounts. So, please treat the climate crisis as the emergency crisis it is and give us a 

future. - Our lives are in your hands. →  https://www.gov.uk/sustainabledevelopmentgoals 

 

Kind regards 

School.CO2lutions, UK 
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